
Enjoy an interactive experience with Africa’s gentle 
giants. You are guided on foot by a professional ranger 
and introduced to the elephants. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime 
chance to interact, feed and witness African elephants in 
their natural environment who have been tamed through 
positive reinforcement animal management practices. 

You also have the privilege of witnessing the special 
relationship between the elephants and their care handlers  
and are taken on an educational tour to learn about the 
elephant anatomy, grooming routines and where the 
elephants sleep at night. 

THE ELEPHANT SANCTUARY 
HALF-DAY TOUR

INCLUDED

� Transfers in an air-conditioned tour vehicle�
� 2-hour guided elephant interaction tour�
� Feeding and touching of the elephants�
� Walking side-by-side with an elephant�
� Optional elephant ride (book on arrival)�
� Free onboard uncapped vehicle Wi-Fi

EXCLUDED

Lunch and beverages
Personal purchases

HIGHLIGHTS

The Elephant Sanctuary

COLLECTION & DROP OFF

Any accommodation address in Johannesburg or Pretoria

Morning tour

Collect: Between 07h00 and 07h30
Drop-off: Between 11h30 and 12h00

Please note
The exact collection and drop-off times depend on where 
you are staying and at that time of day. Please

times with your MoAfrika Tours representative.

ONBOARD UNCAPPED

Day Tours
FREE WIFI

COST
R2 375 per person sharing
R3 695 per single traveller
Minimum of 2 passengers required

Price valid for 2023 | Price subject to change



Guests are guided in small groups on foot through The 
Elephant Sanctuary. Guides provide in-depth information 
and insight into African elephants. 

You’re introduced to the elephants in the forest area, 
and are allowed to touch and interact with the elephants 
while supervised by the care handlers. Witness the 
special relationship the elephant handlers share with 
their elephants.

Walk trunk-in-hand with the elephants. See the stables 
where the elephants sleep at night. Learn about elephant 
anatomy and feed the gentle giants. On hot days, you 
may see the elephants swimming. 

Have a drink at the bar on the main deck before lunch is 
served. Remember to wear flat walking shoes and hats.

TOUR ITINERARY

CONTACT
ask@moafrikatours.com

+27 82 506 9641 (Anthony) | +27 72 783 9787 (Lavender)

122 Sandham Road, Norton’s Home Estate, Benoni, 1501

Follow us

www.moafrikatours.com

BOOKING INFORMATION

change.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

All cancellations must be made in writing and agreed upon 

Cancellation policy:

15 days and more: 50% refund of total payment made

0-14 days: Total payment forfeited

In case of NO SHOW on the date of tour departure, client forfeits 
100% of total tour payment

WHY CHOOSE MOAFRIKA?

Johannesburg, offering a diverse selection of day 
tours and long-stay tours to destinations in South 
Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Botswana, Namibia and 

Your safety and well-being are our main priority. We 
are here to help any time, any day with booking extra 
activities, sorting out any problems, offering advice on 
making your trip extra special and just being there for 
you if you need to talk to someone.

We know touring, we know Africa and we’re looking 
forward to getting to know you.


